January 24, 2018

Roe at 45: The Progression of Reproductive Rights in the United States

Time: 12:00pm
Location: Gittis 2

Please join Penn Law in examining the state and legacy of reproductive justice. **45 years** (and two days) after the Supreme Court issued its decision in *Roe v. Wade*.

Our panel will discuss how restrictions on reproductive rights have evolved since *Roe*. Panelists will explain how such restrictions disproportionately limit access to reproductive healthcare for lower-income individuals and communities of color.

Among the panelists are: Professor Dorothy Roberts, Thomas Zemaitis (lead counsel for Planned Parenthood in Planned Parenthood v. Casey), Savina Papathory (Director of State Strategies at All Above All), Noel Leon L’14 (Counsel at the National Women’s Law Center).

**Thai food** will be served for guests who wish to join us!
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Noel Lee
leenoel@pennlaw.upenn.edu
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